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Credit, Bankruptcy and Power in the Ionian 
Islands under British Rule, 1815-1864 

Sakis Gekas 
 

This chapter1 demonstrates the ways in which credit accentuated power rela-
tions in the Ionian Islands under British rule. Τhe credit/power relation as-
sumed different forms in the towns and villages concurrently with two dif-
ferent credit cultures, one for towns and one for the countryside. The chapter 
argues that the changes in the relations between creditors and debtors – un-
equal by definition – occurred during the British period once they were sanc-
tioned by a series of institutional changes, predominantly changes in legisla-
tion and banking. Rather than a complete transformation, though, those insti-
tutional changes were piecemeal and biased in favor of creditors and failed 
to promote land reform and debt relief. Contrary to British pledges, liberal-
minded reforms did not result in institutional efficiency nor in commercial, 
social or political progress, developments that would have ultimately ren-
dered British protection of the Ionian Islands redundant. The towns of Corfu, 
Zante and Kefalonia were heterogeneous, with Jewish communities as well 
as Maltese and other foreigners. Christians (Orthodox and Roman Catholics) 
and Jews were tied together in credit networks. This urban setting is particu-
larly important since the establishment or ruination of a person’s reputation 
was largely mediated through the circulation of information in the form of 
news in the town and, for the literate portion of the population, through the 
official newspaper of the State and other media where accounts of insolven-
cies, auctions and other bankruptcy procedures were published.2 On the other 
hand, the countryside was homogeneous, populated only by Orthodox, 
Greek-speaking peasants, and credit relations with landowners and creditors 
were much more class-based. The chapter also looks at whether the different 
religious affiliations of creditors and debtors in Ionian towns affected the 
                                                 
1 I would like to thank Patrick O’Brien for reading and commenting on an earlier draft of the 
chapter and other colleagues at the Economic History Department for comments and sugges-
tions. 
2 The Ionian Islands Government Gazette (hereafter IIGG), extremely valuable as a source, 
remained the only newspaper until 1849 (when freedom of the press was granted to Ionians). 
It expressed the attitudes and viewpoints of the central and local governments of each Island 
and, of course, the opinions of High Commissioners and published all Acts of Government, 
Senate Resolutions and Criminal Court decisions on cases of fraud. 
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behavior of creditors when it came to lending and declaring their debtors 
insolvent. 

This chapter forms part of a narrative that traces the emergence of a bour-
geoisie on the Ionian Islands during the period of British rule (1815-1864) 
and contributes to the existing historiography (Hannell 1989; Hitiris 1988; 
Gallant 2002; Progoulakis 2003). Economic and social relations were recon-
figured during the British period with the emergence of a bourgeoisie, and 
the assertion of power of creditors over debtors in Ionian towns and villages 
was an essential part of the process. Evidence from credit cases brought be-
fore the Commercial and Criminal Courts, petitions of debtors and related 
studies comprise the empirical basis for the chapter. The legal framework is 
examined through the Commercial and Civil Codes introduced by the Brit-
ish-Ionian authorities from the 1830s on. Although the two credit cultures in 
towns and the countryside deserve equal attention, the focus in this chapter is 
primarily on commercial credit and bankruptcy, where the issue of religion 
and its impact on credit relations can also be discerned.  

The US of the Ionian Islands became a British Protectorate following the 
Treaty of Paris in 1815. The Colonial Office appointed a Lord High Com-
missioner that ruled the islands in an autocratic manner until the liberal re-
forms of 1849. Gradually, the Ionian Islands lost the military and economic 
importance they held in 1815 and were ceded to Greece in 1864. Corfu, the 
administrative and commercial capital of the Ionian Islands, served as an 
entrepôt for the islands and neighboring markets. Kefalonia and Zante, the 
other main islands, also had important port towns for the export of currants 
and developed a substantial shipping sector linked with the Black Sea grain 
trade through Ionian merchants that settled in the Danube, Black Sea and Sea 
of Azoff ports. The chapter first traces credit relations since the Venetian 
period, outlines the legal context of business failure in nineteenth-century 
Ionian Islands and finally provides examples of cases of bankruptcy in order 
to discern the assertion of power in credit relations in Ionian towns and 
countryside.  

On credit 
The creditor-debtor relation is a power relation and a product of the political 
and legal framework within which credit and debt are historically situated. In 
pre- or proto-bureaucratic societies, credit relations involved complex net-
works of personal obligations. As Margot Finn notes, Marx’s outstanding 
negligence in studying credit, especially the daily credit transactions of 
workers, left us with ‘an impoverished theoretical framework’ (Finn 2003, p 
7). Max Weber argued that the creditor-debtor relations became the basis for 
class conflict in the cities, where a market for credit developed and serious 
social conflict emerged not only between urban patricians and urban crafts-
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men but also among rural peasants (Weber 1966, p 426; Weber 1968, p 928; 
Swedberg 1997, p 35). Historians no longer take these statements at face 
value. Economic historians concerned with institutions and social/cultural 
historians concerned with power have stressed the importance of reputation 
in credit relations for medieval and early modern trade and communities 
(Greif 1989; Muldrew 1998). Fontaine has argued that creditors gained land 
and privileges but also asserted power over other men. Although this conclu-
sion fails to consider the impact credit relations could have on the debtors’ 
family members (women and children),3 Fontaine has argued that ‘credit is 
based on power, and deals transacted on the basis of credit were more in the 
nature of a gift or an obligation (with the exception of the credit relation be-
tween merchants)’ (Fontaine 2001, p 40).4 This idea of credit relations en-
meshed in deals based on gifts or other forms of obligation is prevalent in 
studies on credit in the early modern period and goes back to Mauss’ seminal 
work (Mauss 1970). Finn’s study, dealing with the cultural aspects of credit 
relations (albeit personal credit), highlights the “configuration of social 
power outside relations of production”, previously “obscured by both liberal 
and Marxist paradigms of economic behavior” (Finn 2003, p 7). Similarly, 
Bourdieu – in a more polemic manner - stresses that credit obligations curtail 
individual liberty and reproduce social divisions (Bourdieu 1977, p 193).  

These works highlight the timeless importance of reputation in the pre-
modern and modern world. Moreover, these works subjugate the debtors in a 
static power-less condition without allowing for explanations that demon-
strate the process of empowerment of the indebted at moments of crisis 
(economic or political), also known in political thought as moments at which 
the ‘rupture’ of the hegemonic condition is possible (Laclau 2000, Ch 6). 
From the medieval Maghribi traders to eighteenth-century French retailers, 
the problem of credit is encapsulated in and, alas, limited to the issue of 
reputation and/or moral hazard.  

In the exploration of credit/power relations in the chapter, these relations 
are not situated within the typical dichotomy of powerful/powerless follow-
ing the axiom that regards domination of one group or class over another, i.e. 
creditors over debtors, as given. Nor is power conceived as a zero-sum game 
in which one class or group must lack power in order for another one to pos-
sess it. Instead, the cases of bankruptcy and indebtedness are used to identify 
the technologies of power, the techniques and tactics of domination, accord-
ing to Foucault – i.e. the ways in which creditors and debtors negotiated, or 
failed to negotiate, the relation between them. This is done by examining 
institutional changes during the period of British rule. Although Foucault 
                                                 
3 To be fair, though, the role of women in credit relationships has been stressed by Fontaine in 
Lemire et al. (2001). Thanks to Giorgio Riello for pointing this book out. 
4 For a call for more interaction between cultural and economic historians, see also Hoffman 
et al. 1999. Their paper, however, is more about the Paris credit market and the role of inter-
mediate notaries in long-term credit transactions than about credit relationships. 
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considers an analysis focused on the assertion of power through institutions 
to be a conventional treatment of power, institutions have essentially been 
spaces where power is exercised in material, physical and imaginary ways.5 

 In this theoretical context, credit relations are particularly pertinent as a 
field for studying how power was exercised and negotiated among groups of 
creditors and debtors, merchants, peddlers, craftsmen and retailers in Ionian 
towns, as well as among tenant growers and their creditors – merchants and 
landowners – in the countryside. Thus, conceptual uses of power that are top 
down view power as a countervailing force and victimize the debtors by con-
sidering them as merely responsive to the terms imposed by creditors-cum-
villains. This does not mean, of course, that credit relations have an egalitar-
ian aspect to them. One is either a net debtor or a net creditor, even if credit 
webs are complex and people (especially middle ranking income individu-
als) can be at both ends of the credit chain. Nevertheless, historians and so-
cial scientists should be eager to demonstrate the strategies, employment and 
reconfiguration of power by both groups in a given place and time.   

Credit and debt from Venetian to British rule 
During Venetian times (1402-1797), the feudal system was kept intact and 
the islands were divided into baronies, which were gradually subdivided into 
estates. The peasantry of growers were denied any political or property rights 
and were subjugated to hardships of feudal obligations as late as the nine-
teenth century. Gangs of bravi retainers managed the estates of the always 
absent land owners, who resided in the towns. The changes introduced in the 
latter part of the period of Venetian rule (from the sixteenth up until the late 
eighteenth century) and developments in the economy of the Ionian Islands 
determined the mode of agricultural production for the following centuries, 
practically until recent decades and the advent of mass tourism. The econ-
omy of the Ionian Islands became dependent on the production of commodi-
ties for export: olive oil, currants and wine. The form of mono-cultivation 
imposed on the islands in accordance with Venetian mercantilist considera-
tions meant that Corfu was turned into an island producing large quantities 
of olive oil, which was sent to Venice for internal consumption or for the 
production of soap and exported to areas as far away as Germany.6 Mer-
chants from Corfu (some of the wealthiest being Jewish with an extended 
network of credit relations with the agricultural producers in Corfu) settled 

                                                 
5 For one of the most innovative – and political - approaches to the study of institutions, see 
Castoriades (1987). 
6 As was the case with all dominions, the Ionian Islands were subject to the mercantilist prin-
ciple of dominante according to which all goods to and from the Levant had to pass through 
Venice. 
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in Venice and Trieste and operated from there.7 Some of the Jewish mer-
chants profited enormously from moneylending, charging as much as 20 or 
25% per month, and were granted the exclusive right to do so by I. Dandolo, 
the Venetian Provedditore (Hitiris 1982, p 143). However, there has been 
little evidence to support this argument. A recent work on the Corfu Monte 
di Pieta contains a great deal more relevant and useful information and is 
backed up by historical evidence on the credit activities of Jews (Desyllas 
2002). 

The ‘privilege’ of moneylending granted to some rich Jews must have led 
to a high concentration of money in the hands of a very few and certainly 
played on the stereotype of the hated usurer Jew, a stereotype that would 
have serious repercussions for the fate of the Jewish community as a whole 
in 1891 and then again in 1944.8 Despite numerous complaints, the interest 
rate was not lowered to 6% until 1760 by Provedditore Grimani, who justi-
fied his decision by pointing to the substantial loss of land used as collateral 
for loans by the local aristocracy to moneylenders, a development that wor-
ried the Venetian authorities. Certainly, one should not place too much faith 
in declarations of official interest rates, as even as late as the mid-nineteenth 
century it was common to charge 10% or more. Corruption was rampant 
among Venetian Provedditori and the local landowners and tax farmers.  
   In general, under Venetian rule (1396-1797) credit relations were exploita-
tive, based on the semi-feudal relations of a production and landowning sys-
tem of the subdivision of property among family members. Above all, it was 
the system of purchasing produce in advance (profoundly hated by the grow-
ers prostichio), whereby merchants and creditors bought the crop in advance 
at a price they could impose on growers. In return, they advanced money to 
growers who needed to purchase grain. Agricultural production specialized 
on commodities for export had created in the Ionian Islands a deficit in ce-
real production, a common characteristic of insular economies of this kind, 
and grain did not suffice for more than 3 months (Asdrahas 1988, p  69). 
This resulted in accumulated debts, dependence on merchants buying the 
produce at prices they set, and when the debt cycle had to be resolved – and 
broken - in court, unfair judicial procedures were commonly the rule. The 
widespread practices of corrupt officials and Venetian administrators turning 
a blind eye in return for bribes from landowners entailed the complete ex-
ploitation of rural debtors, who were commonly tried and convicted in a lan-
guage (Italian) they could not even understand.9 

                                                 
7 Between 1760 and 1766, Corfu represented more than 50% of the total Venetian oil produc-
tion (Ciriacono 1998). 
8 For the Jews of Corfu and the 1891 anti-Jewish riots, see Gekas (2004).  
9 The practice did in fact continue well into the nineteenth century, until Greek became the 
language of the courts and the administration in general, but not before the 1840s and even 
1850s. For the difficulties and the long process of introducing Greek into the administration, 
see Pantazopoulos (1998, p 99, 117 and 123). 
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In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, articulation and assertion of 
power by growers (i.e. debtors) took the form of open insubordination. On 
several occasions during this period, revolts erupted in the islands, revolts 
that directly - and ultimately unsuccessfully - challenged not Venetian au-
thority per se, but the landowners-creditors’ absolute power over the peas-
ants. During several periods (in 1610 in Corfu, 1628 in Zante, 1640 in Corfu, 
the early 1640s in Kefalonia and 1652 and 1678 in Corfu), peasants refused 
to pay their accumulated debts to the landowners. The peasants took up arms 
and burned the estates of the landowners, who, terrified, remained in the 
towns until the uprisings were crushed by the more powerful Venetian au-
thorities or simply subsided due to lack of organization.10 In 1640, one of the 
most serious uprisings took place in which armed peasants entered Corfu and 
fired at the palazzio of the Venetian Provedditore. On all of these occasions, 
the consequences of the insurgents’ actions were dire and led to further im-
poverishment in that punishment usually involved allowing the landowners 
to impose heavier taxation (Hitiris, 1988, p 139).  

Until the end of the Venetian period and the advent of the Republican 
French in 1797, collection of taxes was auctioned to members of the islands’ 
landowning nobility and some influential Jewish olive oil merchants for 3 to 
6 years, leading to rampant corruption (Andreadis 1914, pp 96-97). In the 
subsequent period of the Septinsular Republic (1800-1807) when the Islands 
formed a Russo-Ottoman protectorate, the legal framework of bankruptcy 
did not alter the basic structures of the rural economy. The cancellation of 
agricultural debts enforced by growers who burned debt contracts during the 
revolutionary days of 1797 was only temporary. The Septinsular Republic 
re-established the political privileges of the nobility, despite the seemingly 
liberal Constitutional Charter of 1803. The Imperial French under Napoleon, 
who occupied the island of Corfu until 1814 (Zante, Kefalonia and Ithaki 
were occupied by the British Navy in 1810), maintained the same system 
albeit in a centralized form, aiming at the maximum collection of revenue for 
military needs. During this volatile period, there were regulations concerning 
the settlement of debts and bankruptcy conducted through a legal apparatus 
inherited from the Venetians. This apparatus was based on antiquated Ve-
netian laws and practices, such as the sale of property of bankrupt merchants. 
Despite the expressed (in the 1803 Constitution) eagerness to abolish feudal 
obligations of leaseholders in the islands, no such measures were taken, and 
creditors became more secure as their property rights were more clearly 
specified and more strictly protected (Prontzas 2001).  

Indebted growers were left with the threat of violence as the only means 
of asserting their collective power towards creditors. The rebellions during 
the Venetian period did not transform the power imbalance in favor of rural 

                                                 
10 Concerning the uprisings during Venetian times, see Omada Enantia sti Lithi [Group 
against Oblivion] (1996, Ch 1). 
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debtors to any extent. They nevertheless posed a credible and tangible threat 
to the landowning creditors and later to merchants, a threat realized in 1819 
in Sta Maura and in the 1848 and 1849 rebellions in Kefalonia. The threat of 
more uprisings in 1864, immediately after incorporation of the Ionian Islands 
into Greece, was so pronounced that it alarmed the government in Athens as 
much as it did the British Consul and the manager of the National Bank of 
Greece. In fact, it has been argued that the cancelling of mounting debts by 
the Ionian Government after the very bad harvest years of 1851-52 averted a 
possible uprising.11  

Institutional changes and the legal context of insolvency 
and bankruptcy 
In the nineteenth century, two parallel developments necessitated a change in 
the institutional framework of credit relations. Trade growth, on the one 
hand, and the favorable conditions for the Ionian Islands of the international 
economy until the 1850s, on the other, led to the emergence of a group of 
merchants engaged in long distance trade. They, in turn, facilitated the rise 
of a number of smaller traders, peddlers and shopkeepers in the towns en-
gaged in local and regional trade. Complex webs of credit were spun in 
Ionian ports. Corfu became the entrepôt for British manufactured goods des-
tined for neighboring markets and an important grain-importing and transit 
hub. The ports of Kefalonia and Zante maintained their traditional character 
and role as currant-exporting ports, increasing the dependence of the rural 
and urban populations on the precious – but also very volatile in terms of 
prices – fruit.12 

Credit relations between landlords and tenants hardly changed with the 
advent of British rule. In the currant growing islands, produce was purchased 
in advance with coercive and monopsonistic practices (Gallant 2002, pp 106-
110 and Gekas 2004, ch 4). The feudal system of landownership did not 
change significantly, although the introduction of the first organized credit 
mechanism in the Ionian Islands promised to improve credit relations and 
alter the control of credit through usurious transactions and the network of 
moneylenders who bought the produce in advance for money in return. From 
the 1830s onwards, successive High Commissioners identified this as the 
main problem in the Ionian Islands economy. The initial plans for the estab-
lishment of a credit institution in the Ionian Islands go back to the early 
                                                 
11 For the 1864 threat of uprising, see Progoulakis (2003, ch 6). His argument for the early 
1850s is reviewed later in light of some new evidence. 
12 For port activity, entries, clearances, etc., of the Ionian ports as well as exports and imports 
of the Ionian State during this period, see Gekas (2004, Ch 2 and Appendix), data from Ionian 
Blue Books of Statistics, CO 136 / 1391-1427, National Archives, Public Records Office 
(hereafter NA, PRO).  
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1830s when Adam and Nugent, successive Commissioners, identified the 
problem of dependence of tenant farmers on the landowners, merchants-
buyers and exporters of currants and olive oil. In 1830, Adam wanted the 
establishment of a fully competent commercial bank to combat the ‘insatia-
ble usurers’ and the ‘small number of speculators’ with ‘ruinous interests 
that they impose upon the borrowers’.13 In his address to the Ionian Senate, 
Adam identified the problem of ‘the absence of a circulating capital’. 
Adam’s account reveals an economic reality and the harsh conditions involv-
ing the subordination of the tenant farmers to the buyers of the agricultural 
produce who were also their creditors. To this end, Nugent established a 
state fund for growers in 1833 and, based on its success, proposed the found-
ing of a state bank. The Colonial Office refused to grant the Ionian Islands 
the privilege of a state bank because they were concerned that this could de-
velop into a pretext for independence. 

It was Commissioner Douglas, though, who in 1836 set his mind on es-
tablishing a bank in the islands and convinced his superiors to do so. Doug-
las identified seven reasons as justification for his proposal for a bank ‘upon 
Joint Stock principles’: (1) the need to provide loans to currant growers and 
relieve them of the burden of having to sell below market price in order to 
meet their urgent expenses, (2) the number of applications for advances of 
money upon mortgage or security of property, (3) the practice of prostichio, 
the sale of the olive oil and currants in advance, (4) the operation of the 
pawnshop, or Monte di Pieta, the transactions of which could be conducted 
by the bank, (5) the need to alleviate the practice of hoarding due to the lack 
of a safe place for deposits resulting in low circulation, (6) the transport of 
specie from one island to another, which could be replaced by disposable 
bills, and (7) the increased needs for credit on the part of merchants and 
shippers of the agricultural commodities when paying the clearances and 
export duties at the Custom House.14 After a thorough assessment of the eco-
nomic situation, there was now a well thought-out plan devised by the ad-
ministration to remove inefficiencies through the operation of a bank of is-
sue, deposit and discount and an attempt to break the cycle of indebtedness 
in which growers were locked. 

These initiatives ultimately led to the founding of the Ionian Bank in 
1839. The bank was financed by London City merchant bankers, adminis-
tered by a London board of directors and operated exclusively in the Ionian 
Islands and the opposite Greek currant-growing areas. With the exception of 
the years 1852 –1854, when bad harvests did not allow high levels of profit, 
the performance of the bank was successful. But did it fulfill the promises 
and anticipations of its promoters, the London bankers that claimed the bank 
would bring prosperity to the people of the islands by relieving them from 

                                                 
13 Adam to Senate, 5 August 1830, CO 136/1091, NA, PRO.  
14 Draft Act, No. 154, Douglas to Glenelg, Corfu, 22 August 1836, CO 136/76, NA, PRO. 
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the burden of usury? There is no evidence that problems of usury disap-
peared or became less pressing. In fact, the crisis in the 1850s exposed a con-
tinuing circle of indebtedness, and many traders, who apparently had no ac-
cess to loans from the Ionian Bank, were declared insolvent. Similarly, stud-
ies on the economic history of northwestern Peloponnesus have shown that 
the existence of the National Bank of Greece in this area not only did not 
eliminate usury but also on some occasions aggravated it. The situation in 
the Morea (Peloponnesus), where again English merchants were in charge of 
exporting currants, present some striking similarities with the Ionian Islands: 
the merchants situated in the towns, with the help of small-scale merchants 
in the countryside, were providing money or other goods for the farmers’ 
needs. As a guarantee, they bought the next years’ produce, getting back in 
item the small capital they were lending plus an interest of 18-24%. The 
growers were obliged to give their entire crop to the merchant at a fixed 
price, which would enable the merchant to sell at a far greater price than the 
price at which he had bought the fruit (Pizanias 1983). Merchants – money-
lenders would borrow from the bank at low interest rates only in order to be 
able to lend significantly larger amounts of money to growers in anticipation 
of the produce, at the same exorbitant interest levels. Nugent’s ambition in 
the 1830s to enable peasants to enter the competition on equal terms with the 
merchants was well-intentioned but unrealistic. This is because the exports 
were in the hands of very few merchants and, therefore, there was no possi-
bility for equal competition. 

Progoulakis’ study of indebtedness indicates that the practice of usury 
was so widespread that not only commercial debts but even debts for the 
lending of money in exchange for the produce bought in advance by mer-
chants led to the imprisonment of debtors from 6 months up to 1 year, de-
pending on the debt. This practice of seizure for debt and imprisonment was 
widely adopted and maintained until the union of the islands with Greece 
and the repeal of the imprisonment law. During the period of British rule, 
there was a transfer to creditors of significant properties for considerably 
small loans on which interest had accumulated substantially over a number 
of years. Table 1 shows the geography of credit relations in the island of 
Corfu. Between 1831 and 1863, there were more than 3,000 prosecutions, 
almost 100 per year. The claims peaked during the severe crisis in 1850-
1852. Seventy percent of the creditors but only 25% of debtors lived in 
Corfu town. Progoulakis’ analysis provides a very clear picture of the trans-
fer of surplus from countryside to town achieved through the circulation of 
money as commodity, as 4 out of 5 loans were in cash: of the total number of 
claims put forward by urban creditors, 1,766 were against rural debtors. The 
results show an intensified bifurcation of wealth between town and country-
side. On the contrary, from countryside to town only 31 claims were made 
over 33 years, and towards the end of the British period there were 7,800 
arrest warrants against 5,485 debtors in the islands’ towns and villages 
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(Progoulakis 1998, pp 119-131 and Progoulakis 2003, pp 176-179). This was 
mostly the result of the complex legislation on credit relations but also of the 
inability or unwillingness of the British-Ionian administration to reform the 
laws and the institutional structures governing ownership of property in gen-
eral and credit relations in particular.  

Table 1. The geography of credit in Corfu, 1831-1863. 

 Creditors Debtors Creditors 
% 

Debtors 
% 

Town 2.296 761 73.61 25.46 
Suburbs 263 341 8.43 11.41 
Countryside 437 1.766 14.01 59.08 
Outside Corfu 123 121 3.94 4.05 
TOTAL 3.119 2.989 100 100 

Source: Progoulakis 2002, p 179. 

The British-Ionian Government cannot be accused of idleness in relation to 
the problem, having identified it as urgent. The first law aiming to change 
the status of property relations and promote land reform was passed in 1825, 
“on the gradual abolition of feuds”.15 Commissioner Ward reflected on this 
law in his speech to the Ionian Assembly in 1853, and the Assembly re-
sponded to the law with “glowing language”, though nothing happened since 
“the ground was not prepared”.16 In the following decades (1830s and 
1840s), the British-Ionian administration introduced a series of laws, decrees 
and resolutions and codified the Islands’ Civil, Criminal and Commercial 
legislation in 1841. In the 1830s, High Commissioner Douglas completed the 
work of his predecessors Adam and Nugent on the codification of legal insti-
tutions and practices for the Islands, policies popular with both the Legisla-
tive Assembly and the Senate (the Executive).17 This body of legislation fol-
lowed the Napoleonic Code. It was applied to the Ionian economic condi-
tions for the first time during the period of imperial French rule (1807-1814) 
in the form of decrees and regulations and then, once translation issues had 
been dealt with and legal dictionaries had been published, it was translated 
into the form of Codes. The process indicates the further integration of the 
Ionian economy into the European economy, not only at the level of com-
modity exchange but also at the level of transfer of institutions. The Code 
distinguished between fraudulent and non-fraudulent bankruptcy. As in 
                                                 
15 IIGG, No. 387, 16 May 1825. 
16 IIGG, No. 72, 2 May 1853 
17 Before 1849, these bodies were subjected to the wishes of the High Commissioners. After 
the Seaton reforms in 1849, radical elements entered the Assembly in 1850 and began to op-
pose proposals from British Commissioners and to press for union with Greece. Property as a 
value to uphold, protect and secure was a recurrent theme in the discourse of the people who 
made laws in Ionian polity; see, PRO, NA., CO 136/109, “Individuals”. For the Seaton re-
forms, see Calligas (1994). 
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France, in the Ionian Islands debtors that had not committed fraud or that 
went bankrupt because of unfortunate and unpredictable circumstances could 
continue their trade after reaching a compromise with their creditors 
(Reynard 2001).  

Through new commercial associations, such as exchange offices in Zante 
and Corfu and the Chambers of Commerce in Corfu, Kefalonia and Zante, 
Ionian merchants acquired greater autonomy from central authorities, elected 
their own representatives and advised the government on commercial issues. 
Above all, the new institutions enabled the merchants registered in the 
Chamber of Commerce and elected by their peers to assist and even deter-
mine terms for settlement of debts in the commercial courts through their 
functions as assessors. In 1856, “several merchants of Corfu” successfully 
petitioned the High Commissioner to be appointed as Assessors in the Sit-
tings of the Commercial Courts and Tribunals.18 The published lists of Corfu 
merchants for the years 1858 and 1860 included 186 and 187 merchants, re-
spectively, of whom 60% were eligible to be elected for the posts of asses-
sors.19 Thus, and despite differences and competition among merchants from 
different Islands, institutional change functioned as a unifying force, which 
promoted the emergence of a common interest group of merchant creditors 
in the Ionian Islands calling themselves the Corpo di Negozianti.20 

The classification of merchants into two classes with a separate one for 
brokers (the mezzani), following the new commercial institutions of the Ex-
change and the Chamber of Commerce, reflect the scale of business, as well 
as specialization of commercial operations with separate and distinct activi-
ties. One of the principle functions of the classification and registration of 
merchants was confirming their status in the event of insolvency, distin-
guishing between traders, merchants, peddlers and shopkeepers. Neverthe-
less, they were all liable to the same laws on bankruptcy, especially proper 
bookkeeping and paying for clerks if they were illiterate. The Exchange reg-
istered 135 names for all three ‘classes’ of merchants for 1851, which 
amounts to a fifth of the 667 people recorded as ‘merchants’ (emporos in 
Greek) in the Electoral List of 1864.21 Jewish merchants are absent from the 
                                                 
18 The index of petitions records that the merchants were ‘Complaining against the admini-
stration of justice by the Commercial Courts in these Islands for want of knowledge and ex-
perience on the part of the judges. It proposed that merchants should be elected as advisors in 
Commercial matters, as done in all civilized countries. Further, it called upon His Excellency 
that a similar practise should be introduced in the Ionian States’. Petition No 149, Register of 
Petitions 1856, CO 136 / 1056, PRO, NA.  
19 Only a few of the merchants elected for the post of Assessors in the Commercial Courts in 
1858 belonged to well-established merchant houses in Corfu, active 40 years earlier. Progou-
lakis also found only 2 families of 17 that continued doing business in the 1860s comparing 
them to an 1818 list; Progoulakis (2003, p 356). Comparing names of merchants for this re-
search between the early (1810s) and mid-nineteenth century (1850s and 1860s) produced 
similar findings.  
20 IIGG, Νο. 310 3/15 August 1857; IIGG, No 598, 1 September 1862. 
21 Electoral List 1864, Eghoria Diaheirisi 1544, IAK. See Appendix, Table 3. 
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lists of those eligible for the posts of Assessors for the Commercial Courts, 
published in 1858, 1860 and 1862. The exclusion annoyed Jewish merchants 
to the extent that eight of them petitioned the High Commissioner in 1857 
with regard to their exclusion. They argued that while the laws passed by the 
Senate did not distinguish between Ionian citizens, the decrees of the Mu-
nicipal Council excluded non-Christians from the post of assessor. The peti-
tioners, well-established olive oil merchants, after emphasizing the central 
role of Jews in the town’s trade, asked for protection against discrimina-
tion.22 The petition was not successful, however, and Jewish merchants con-
tinued to be excluded from posts as assessors in Commercial Courts. This 
does not mean, of course, that Jewish merchants, especially the wealthy and 
well-established ones, were excluded from the urban elite or, more important 
for this chapter, the credit networks and the power relations involved. How-
ever, it does mean that they had considerably less leverage in determining 
which debtors would be declared insolvent by the Commercial Courts and 
tried for bankruptcy in the Criminal Courts.23 

Under British rule a hierarchy of merchants emerged on the Ionian Islands 
through the formation of ‘classes’ of merchants. The same group - and, to-
wards the end of the period, occasionally the same people - were officially 
granted the right to regulate commercial debt in the Commercial Courts. This 
group of merchants included wholesale traders of grain, colonial and British 
manufactured goods, (the most important Ionian imports throughout the pe-
riod) but excluded Jewish merchants who traditionally controlled the olive 
oil trade. This merchant elite advanced loans to smaller traders and shaped 
credit relations on the Islands.  

The letter and the spirit of the Law 
Credit is instrumental to commercial activities, and in the Ionian economy 
credit operated through contractual relations between wholesale merchants-
creditors and retailers, sealed by bills of exchange and/or promissory notes 
                                                 
22 Petition 400, 8 December 1857, CO 136/857, PRO, NA. This claim for equal representation 
to the Chamber of Commerce is very similar to the petition of the Jews of Trieste to Vienna to 
redress their exclusion from the town’s Borsa. It is interesting that the same arguments are 
used to persuade the authorities on the injustice towards the Jewish merchants: the general 
good of commerce and the benefits to be derived from the participation of Jews in the regula-
tion of commerce through the institutions established. The argument of the Jews of Trieste 
was precisely the same as the position of the Jews of Corfu, namely the essential Jewish con-
tribution to the town’s commercial life. See, Dubin (1999, p 34). 
23 To be eligible, merchants had to be Ionian subjects and above 30 years old. The involve-
ment of Jewish merchants in the urban hierarchies can be partially discerned according to the 
first Electoral List after union with Greece in 1865; 286 of 667 recorded merchants (40%) 
were Jewish. I write partially because not all Ionian Jews chose to become Greek citizens 
despite the ostensible benefits, such as universal male suffrage, that Greek citizenship en-
tailed. 
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for a 3-month maturity period. The Commercial Code specified regulations 
for the circulation of bills of exchange and for commercial transactions pre-
viously carried out according to commercial custom. The cases of insolvency 
and bankruptcy emerge as records referring to times of crisis, i.e. when mer-
chants stop their payments and creditors reclaim their loans. Such a period 
came in the early and mid-1850s, when credit was suspended as a result of a 
multifaceted crisis manifested in hunger, the impact of the Crimean war on 
the islands’ trade and cholera outbreaks; these events brought the agricultural 
economy and, subsequently, the commercial economy to their knees. Hiotis 
describes the harsh economic conditions in 1850s Corfu in the following 
way: 

In 1855, the Islands were in an appalling condition. Hunger was raging in the 
two big Islands of Zante and Kefalonia, cholera was ravaging Corfu and 
Zante. The Crimean war prohibited the grain production and trade. Hunger, 
destitution and disease were crushing the Ionians. The Government revenue 
was short, the produce was reduced, the people were starving….Landowners 
and tenants earned nothing, capitalists and merchants lent nothing (Hiotis 
1877, p 347).  

The Ionian Bank report of 1852 noted in a similar tone: “The entire failure of 
the oil crop and the depreciation of the staple product of the Island, was of 
themselves sufficient to create commercial and monetary pressure”. 24 The 
descriptions above provide the context of the business failure many mer-
chants experienced up until the time of union in 1864, when the economy or 
parts of the economy (but not Corfu’s commerce) had barely recovered.  

The cases examined testify to the fact that the procedure specified in the 
Commercial Code in cases of insolvency and bankruptcy was meticulously 
followed. The Code granted creditor(s) and the courts the absolute authority 
of declaring debtors insolvent. The Commercial Court declared a debtor in-
solvent once it received notification from a creditor or a debtor or when in-
solvency became public knowledge. This clause relates to the second article 
of the Code in which merchants were defined as “the ones who practice 
commercial operations that constitute their usual trade”.25 The public nature 
of the procedure means that information on individuals’ creditworthiness 
was easily disclosed and, given the small and dense population of Ionian 
towns, widely circulated. Reputation was clearly important to all merchants 
for maintaining one’s credibility among borrowers; e.g., to brokers who 
needed to “enjoy the reputation of an honest and useful man, to be proved by 
the testimony of a witness in the Municipal Council”.26 Reputation depended 
above all on fulfilling financial obligations to creditors.  

                                                 
24 Annual Report 1852, Ionian Bank Archive 2/1, BLPES.   
25 Emporikos Kodix [Commercial Code], Book 1 Art. 2, Book 3, Chapter B, Art. 418I. 
26 Emporikos Kodix, Art. 64.  
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Once the status of insolvent debtors and other relevant information on 
their creditworthiness was verified, the Court ordered the sealing of all mov-
able and immovable property of the insolvent, including business and house-
hold property. Decisions concerned with the sealing of property and the call 
to the team of creditors to claim their debts were published in the newspaper 
and posted in the market and at the home of the insolvents and their respec-
tive churches (or synagogues).  Insolvents were either imprisoned or guarded 
by a police officer to prevent flight.  

 The Court appointed assignees among the team of creditors, who com-
pleted balance sheets of the assets and liabilities, compiled a report in 10 
days and then sent it to the Public Prosecutor. The Public Prosecutor subse-
quently decided on whether insolvents would be tried for fraud in a Criminal 
or Civil court. When a settlement could not be reached, assignees submitted 
reports, and the courts tried the insolvent merchants for bankruptcy in con-
formity with what they considered ‘proper’ commercial behavior. Because 
moveable and immovable property was sealed as soon as insolvency was 
declared, the insolvent and his family depended entirely on the assignees for 
their well-being; creditors, who also decided on the issue of imprisonment, 
could exercise significant power over insolvent debtors. The Court based this 
decision on creditors’ recommendations concerning bail. Incarceration for 
debt had been used in the islands for centuries. Under British rule, power in 
commercial credit relations, mediated as it may have been through the law-
enforcing apparatus of the Ionian State (police authority, judicial procedures 
and prisons), was clearly evident and exercised more efficiently by the incar-
ceration of debtors, based on presumptions on their credibility and willing-
ness to be present during the trial if no compromise was reached and evi-
dence for fraud was found.  

Merchants-creditors, who were elected by their peers at the Chamber of 
Commerce, held considerable power, acting as Assessors to the Commercial 
Courts. Debtors pleaded mitigating circumstances by presenting the reasons 
and circumstances that resulted in the insolvency and were occasionally led 
to settlement with their creditors under arduous terms. Once the call to other 
creditors was published, the social and economic stigma attached to insol-
vency was extremely hard to erase. Given that debtors were men, it has been 
appropriately argued that their honor was also damaged (Gallant 2002, p 
111). Only in cases of compromise and settlement of debts was a debtor ‘re-
stored’ and enabled to retain part of his reputation. Merchants who were not 
formally declared bankrupt would not be deleted from the official list of 
merchants and, thus, could continue to participate in the business of their 
association as members of the ‘Corpo di Negozianti’ (the ‘Body of Mer-
chants’). For those with no means for settlement, the most common recourse 
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was to flee their island and avoid a sentence for up to 2 years in prison.27 The 
process of drawing up balance sheets of the assets and liabilities of insolvent 
merchants could also involve their whole families. Only if there was no evi-
dence of fraud could insolvents request money for the needs of their fami-
lies. Previous reputations clearly became significant for deciding on the 
claims for a respite. Borderlines between public and domestic/private 
spheres were crossed. 

Doing inventories of the household assets was essentially an intrusive 
process, which demonstrates the power of creditors over insolvents. The role 
of the Commercial Court was to oversee the regulation and settlement of 
cases by the creditors themselves or to arbitrate in disputes between credi-
tors. Negotiations and arrangements took place among creditors, first, when 
they decided who to assign for each case and, second, when they determined 
whether there could be a settlement or not in the event there was no evidence 
of fraud. The law placed creditors in charge of settlements. Agreements had 
to have the support of a majority of the creditors holding three quarters of 
outstanding debt.  

Under the new and codified legislation, wholesale merchants-creditors 
granted a sum of money or goods to retailers in the form of a bill of ex-
change or a promissory note, which had to be paid to the creditor-wholesale 
merchant in 3 months. This was after all the common practice, even before 
the codification in the 1840s. The Commercial Code specified rules for 
bookkeeping for merchants, but practice differed since few merchants ac-
quired numeracy skills and/or the discipline required complex calculations. 
In the event of insolvency, assignees were appointed among the creditors by 
the Commercial Court and were responsible for conducting an inventory, 
auctioning the concealed property of the debtor and distributing the money 
to the team of creditors. When assignees went through the books of debtors 
in order to construct the balance sheets, they rarely found books in good or-
der, despite the severe penalty in the Commercial Code for improper book-
keeping. Apparently, not even important Kefalonia currant-exporting mer-
chants kept accounts of their transactions. Books should have included capi-
tal, sales, payments, loans and debts. Unacceptable bookkeeping could even 
result in the rejection by the assignees of claims by insolvents for subsis-
tence.28 In one of those, Kournakis, an insolvent merchant brought to Com-
mercial Court by one of his creditors, argued – or rather his lawyer argued 
on his behalf - that the Law was renegotiated and adjusted: 

The aim of the law is not to starve the insolvent to death and it is irrelevant 
whether the assignees are final or temporary. What is essential is if the insol-

                                                 
27 These stories of bankrupt merchants having to choose between fleeing from their creditors 
and imprisonment often provide the starting point for the historian of credit (Safley 2000, pp 
53-75). 
28 Case of Kourniakis, IIGG, No. 23, 28 May / 9 June 1849.  
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vent is starving or not. And if the article names final assignees, this is be-
cause in France the temporary ones carry out their duties in a matter of days, 
while in our cases it can take years and sometimes the cases are left in the 
hands of the temporary assignees, who on most occasions suspect the insol-
vent being a fraudulent bankrupt….Kourniakis assisted the assignees in their 
task as much as he could, but starving, and being forced to beg daily by his 
relatives and friends for some bread, he is unable to spend everyday the 
whole day helping assignees complete their work.29 

Bankrupt merchants and shopkeepers were also told by the Court that they 
had underestimated the difficulties and risks involved in extending their op-
erations, stood accused of conspicuous consumption and were reproached for 
lack of prudence.30 Lack of frugality, as well as incompetent bookkeeping, 
became sufficient reasons for being convicted of fraud.31 Regulation of 
commercial behavior was not only in conformity with a rather rigid legal 
code but also conformed to the aims of the creditors, who played a dominant 
role in its enforcement. Debtors could also declare themselves insolvent, a 
situation always well received by creditors and the courts. It was market 
forces and misfortunes and a bad harvest that debtors blamed for their situa-
tion and contrasted these circumstances with their own prudence, honesty 
and good reputation before their business failure.32 

In one of those cases, all of the above reasons were marshaled to reach a 
settlement. Mazarakis’ assets exceeded his debts ($4,418 to $3,580).33 His 
losses, however, made the payment of his debts and the protection of his 
commercial credit impossible. Through honesty and hard work, Mazarakis 
managed to extend his business from humble but profitable baker to aspiring 
currant merchant. This, in fact, exposed him to risk and indebtedness to sev-
eral creditors, among which were several of the largest currant-exporting 
firms in Kefalonia: the Bassian & Co, the Romano & Brothers Co, and John 
Saunders, Manager of the Ionian Bank in Kefalonia. Mazarakis admitted 
being overwhelmed by economic forces. In his defense, he positioned him-
self as possessing all the bourgeois values of a good and successful mer-
chant: honesty, prudence, hard work, thrift and an entrepreneurial spirit. 
Nevertheless, he failed to rise from baker to currant merchant because of the 
economic international and domestic crisis of the 1850s. 

Another case, trader Teboneras, illustrates the formidable power exercised 
by creditors through their claims of representing commercial principles but 
also the defense strategies employed by debtors. Teboneras traded with mer-
                                                 
29 I.A.K., Emporodikeio 349, Memo 13/25 July 1864.  
30 Case of Vita Cohen in Kefalonia criminal court, IIGG No. 540, 2/9/1861. 
31 Case of Protos Bartoloti in Zante Criminal Court, IIGG No. 234, 31/3/1856. 
32 Case of Efstathios Mazarakis, IIGG, No.193, 25/6/1855. 
33 The common currency of the Islands was Spanish Pillar dollars and Imperial Maria Theresa 
dollars. If £1 was 20s, and $1 was 4s 4d, then $1 was equal to approximately £0.22. Calcula-
tion according to ‘Monies’, Blue Books of Statistics, CO 136/1391, .NA, PRO.  
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chants in Epirus (on the Ottoman mainland opposite Corfu), where he sold 
wheat and corn and imported cattle. He bought goods on promissory notes 
from Avgerinos (a grain importer) for $940 and $528 in October 1851 and 
from Coraggio for $470 in January 1852. When the notes matured, Tebon-
eras could not pay on time. Coraggios obtained a sealing warrant from the 
Commercial Court on March 3, 1853, and Teboneras pleaded with him for 
more time to pay. On March 25, both creditors petitioned the Commercial 
Court to declare Teboneras insolvent, and on May 15 Teboneras was ar-
rested. Topalis and Avgerinos were appointed as assignees, and a notice of 
insolvency and a call to creditors were published in the Gazette and affixed 
in the Commercial Court. They were also circulated in the town, the market 
place and the church of Teboneras’ parish. Four days later, Teboneras was 
released on bail, which was paid by his father, also a merchant. He sent a 
report to the court arguing that the entire procedure was illegal, “since, as the 
assignees know very well, all persons engaged in retail of grain…don’t keep 
books because it is useless, but only temporary and insignificant book 
notes.” The assignees replied with a “report in support of their interests and 
of the team of creditors”, stating their legal obligation and duty as assignees 
to “defend Commerce and punish bankruptcy”, and thus reading the law as a 
moral and legal obligation to maintain their personal business interests, as 
well as to ‘defend Commerce’. For this reason, the assignees asked the court 
not to allow the release of Teboneras and “opposed the bail of Theodoros 
Teboneras, father of the insolvent, as untrustworthy, according to informa-
tion received, and for the security of the interests of all his creditors”. After 
the Court had decided that he was not a fraudulent bankrupt, Teboneras 
claimed that it would be impossible to pay his creditors the sum of $2,205 on 
time. This was because most of his own credit was tied up on the Ottoman 
mainland and it would take more than 3 months to collect debts due him.34 
Had the assets of Teboneras (including his credit to Ottoman merchants) not 
been more than his liabilities, he could have been declared fraudulent bank-
rupt, jailed for 2 to 2.5 years and economically and socially ruined. His sub-
sequent ‘disappearance’ from the lists of merchants published in late 1850s 
and early 1860s indicates that he was probably financially crippled and never 
recovered from this episode of insolvency. Clearly, this was a complex net-
work of traders who were creditors and debtors at the same time. Neverthe-
less, the issue remains: when and why is a merchant, who was part of the 
credit relations with other merchants, thrown out of the circle of trust? 

Cases drawn from the Commercial and Criminal Court records yield an 
answer, as they reveal the three main principles to which creditors sub-
scribed: careful bookkeeping as part of proper commercial practice, the 
maintenance of an ethical code regarding repayment of debt and the propa-
gation of a commercial life style and a capitalist spirit. Insolvency cases pro-
                                                 
34 Emporodikeio [Commercial Court] 347, Case of Teboneras, IAK. 
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vide insights into the value system of the commercial elite. The ethics ex-
pressed in the provisions of the Code determined the ways in which debtors 
were tried. Records of court proceedings for insolvency and bankruptcy, as 
tried by Criminal Courts, testify to the business ethics expressed by plaintiffs 
and defendants alike in their attempts to settle and enforce contracts between 
debtors and creditors.  

This logic behind the creditors’ (acting as assessors) and the court’s deci-
sion are best illustrated in the case of Vita Cohen from Kefalonia. Once de-
clared bankrupt, he was accused of fraud and his father of complicity. On 
July 1, 1861, the Criminal Court of Kefalonia stated the reasons for declaring 
this merchant guilty of fraud. The definition or, in fact, ‘prescription’ of the 
honorable, trustworthy and therefore credit worthy merchant is re-
ascertained in the court, in the case of Cohen, following the sermonizing 
language of the Commercial Code.35 After Cohen was declared insolvent for 
the first time in 1859, a settlement was reached with his creditors, which re-
quired him to pay 80% of the debt. Vita Cohen had then expanded his small 
retail store selling handmade clothes and opened three stores in Corfu, Kefa-
lonia and Zante, with turnovers of $19,000 in 14 months. He only spoke Ital-
ian and kept clerks to assist him. The accusation that he had ordered his 
clerks not to keep the books properly appeared valid because the books did 
not show the actual condition of his assets and liabilities. After reaching a 
settlement in 1859, he continued to borrow money and occasionally to “sell 
below market price”, another act deemed by the courts as improper commer-
cial behavior. This particular charge raises questions about who fixed prices, 
on what basis and on what goods. Cohen’s business, according to his report 
to the Commercial Court, was adversely affected by bad harvests, which was 
a common line of defense for all insolvent debtors. Currant shipments re-
mained unsold or sold below market price, and the Commercial Court noted 
that: “instead of submitting himself to the will of fortune, sort out his books 
and show that he had to stop his payments and declare insolvency, continued 
his trade with all his strength, paying only part of the creditors to the disad-
vantage and harm of the rest of the group”. The court decision did not find 
Vita Cohen guilty of fraud simply because he did not keep his books prop-
erly. Cohen was chastised for being insolvent twice and was accused of 
“risking the interests of his remaining creditors”.36 He had been ‘redeemed’ 
by a prior settlement and was bound to the interests of his creditors; thus, he 
depended on them and could be declared insolvent the day he was unable to 
fulfill his financial obligations. The court considered Cohen’s case as repre-
sentative of retailers who did not keep their books in the way required by 
law, although as we saw this was the norm rather than the exception. Ac-
knowledging that this was not the normal practice, the court nevertheless 

                                                 
35 IIGG, No. 540, 2/14 September 1861 
36 ibid. 
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punished Cohen in order to alter the practice, especially “among retailers 
who are trading goods valued $20,000 or more”. Cohen was convicted of 
bankruptcy (but not of fraud) and he was imprisoned for 3 months while his 
father was acquitted.37 

Settlement in or outside the courts was one of the possible outcomes of 
insolvency. In the highly, and by definition unequal relation, the most com-
mon recourse and response of debtors who went bankrupt was to escape 
prosecution and penalties by leaving their island of origin. In some cases, 
bankrupt merchants escaped at the last minute and disposed of their property 
at cut prices. Bankrupt merchants tried in absentia were sentenced to 2.5 
years imprisonment. In none of the cases examined involving bankrupt mer-
chants who fled was there any mention of the families and their fate, al-
though it is clear that indebtedness, insolvency and bankruptcy could have 
long-lasting and possibly devastating consequences for debtors and their 
families. It was only on rare occasions that previously runaway merchants 
could be convicted of bankruptcy provided they had returned and were pre-
sent at their trial.38 On May 1, 1862, Spyridon Linardos opened a wine shop 
together with Georgios Peratinos. They rented one of the many properties of 
Antonios Kandonis at a very high rent, which was the reason given by 
Linardos for his failure to pay his creditors. When Peratinos (for unknown 
reasons) abandoned him and fled Corfu and prosecution, Linardos had no 
option but to go to court and declare insolvency.39 In this and many other 
cases, retailers and shopkeepers blamed external factors for their inability to 
pay debts, as well as the exorbitant rent they had to pay for maintaining a 
shop in the market. When Dionysios Postolis, who kept a tobacconist’s shop 
in Corfu, faced a continuous fall in sales because of the “bad conditions of 
trade in this town”, he was forced to plead with his creditors (Rodocanachis, 
Avgerinos Co, Ioanni Paramithioti, Coraggio, and Aristoteli Margariti) for 
an out of court settlement. When they refused, he declared himself insol-
vent.40 The last two cases of Postolis and Kourniakis are representative of the 
credit networks between wholesale merchants and retailers who were the 
first ones to be affected as soon as there was an economic crisis  

                                                 
37 ibid. 
38 Case of Spyridon Kapsalis, Zante Criminal Court, 15 June 1863, IIGG, 6/18 July, 1863.  
Kapsalis, ‘a few days before his departure, sold to his servant [who was under age]….all his 
goods and items of his shop for $330. Their real value, according to the Assessors’ report, was 
approximately $2,000; Case of Halikakie, IIGG, No 257, 1856. 
39 Emporodikeio 349, I.A.K.  
40 ibid. 
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Religion and Credit Networks 
To what extent, if any, did religious affiliation affect or even determine the 
above-documented power relations between creditors and debtors? To an-
swer this question, the credit relations among Jewish traders and between 
Christians and Jews were analyzed, and some noteworthy findings are dis-
cussed. Jewish merchants formed a significant part of Corfu’s commercial 
community. Table 4 in the Appendix shows the participation of Jews in the 
sectors of the urban economy. As mentioned earlier, however, they were ex-
cluded from the post of Assessor to the Commercial Courts for cases of in-
solvency and bankruptcy. The exclusion is even more striking when taking 
into account the range of involvement and/or control of credit networks by 
Jewish merchants. Table 1 demonstrates the complexity and density of the 
credit networks in nineteenth century Corfu, the considerable amounts of 
credit granted by other merchants residing and operating in Corfu and in 
markets that have traditionally (since the Venetian period) been associated 
with Corfu. When it came to loans and the amount for which someone could 
be declared insolvent, religion was irrelevant. The Beso family was not 
found among those registered in the 1864 Electoral List, an indication that 
they chose not to become Greek citizens. Although the firm Dima, Kantoni 
and Seremeti was not the largest creditor of Beso, it was one of the principal 
creditors and acted on behalf of the group.  

Table 2. Name of Beso’s creditors and amount credited 
No Name of creditor Debt (in $) 
1. Joseph Coraggio 1,216 
2. Mordachai Beso 569 
3. Dima, Kantoni and Seremeti Co 584 
4. Fels & Co 486 
5. Kapotzari brothers 320 
6. Christodulo Kremidis 287 
7. Rallis & Mavroioannis 231 
8. Dimitrios Damiris 211 
9. Patzificos Elias 196 
10. [illegible name] 150 
11. Chana Chera, of Moses Elia 50 
12. Zacharia and Jacob Moustachi 36 
13. Salomon Bernahim of Ancona 352 
14. Diner and P  of Ancona 188 
15. Jacob Borines of Trieste 220 
16. [illegible name] 292 

Total 5,388 
Source: Case of Rafael Beso, Emporodikeio [Commercial Court], 348, IAK. 
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Beso, however, was a wholesale trader, and his case may not be representa-
tive of the credit networks further down the trading scale. The case of Jacob 
Naxon, who conducted significantly more modest commercial operations, 
allows us to discern other characteristics of credit relations involving mem-
bers of different religions and a case in which religious networks may have 
been important for a debtor’s fate. Naxon traded ‘various goods and mer-
chandise’; he signed four promissory notes after receiving goods from Mar-
tin Fels.41  When Fels asked Naxon to pay on October 18, he stated that he 
was unable to meet his payments. Fels filed a petition with the Commercial 
Court, which appointed him and another creditor, Sabbatai Tedesco, as as-
signees responsible for doing the inventory of Naxon’s assets and liabilities 
and reporting to the Court and to the rest of his creditors. After 2 months (an 
unusually long time for such urgent business), Tedesco resigned excusing 
himself for not knowing Greek – a language required for court proceedings - 
and because he had to travel to Venice to take care of his business there. It 
became difficult for the Court to find a second assignee among the creditors 
when Georgios Marketis also resigned because he had been assigned two 
other cases of insolvency during the same year and because he had pressing 
family and business obligations. On December 30, Jacob Nacamuli depos-
ited $300, and thus Naxon was finally released on bail. The Court document 
states that Nacamuli signed in Italian because he, too, did not know Greek, 
evidence that by the early 1850s business in Ionian towns was still conducted 
in Italian, whereas Greek was gradually becoming the language of the ad-
ministration.  

Thirteen of eighteen of Naxon’s creditors were Jewish, and of 3,282 
tallers Naxon owed, 2,160 were owed to Jewish traders. But it was Martin 
Fels (a Gentile) who filed the petition as soon as the promissory note ex-
pired, and it was the Jewish creditor Nachamuli who bailed Naxon out of 
jail. Fortunately for Naxon, a settlement between him and his creditors was 
reached. It was agreed that half of the amount owed to his creditors would be 
paid within 3 years. The brothers of Naxon, Abraham, Moses and Zacharia 
guaranteed payments in installments. Installments could not be delayed; oth-
erwise, Naxon would have to pay the whole amount or face the court without 
any further notice, a term common in most settlements between creditors and 
debtors. Furthermore, creditors demanded that Naxon’s wife relinquish 
claims on her husband’s mobile and immobile property. Under the Ionian 
Civil Code, wives could claim the property of their husband if marriage con-
tracts stipulated amounts given to the husband as dowry by his in-laws. 
Weddings were also a commercial transaction, as evidenced by the fact that 
copies of the marriage contracts involving merchants had to be deposited by 

                                                 
41 I.A.K., Emporodikeio 347, Case of Fels & Co against Jacob Naxon p  Nasau. 
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the Commercial Court. Weddings increasingly became a part of extending 
business networks and accumulating capital among merchants.42  

Table 3. Name of Naxon’s creditors and amount credited 
No Name of creditor Debt  (in $) 
1. Jacob Manermo of Sabatai 850 
2. Martin Fels 430 
3. Moses Eliou brother Levi 231 
4. Panayiotis Kremedes 218 
5. Sabatai Tedesco 270 
6. Emmanuel Microulakis 206 
7. Matathias Gabriel 218 
8. Georgios Marketis 180 
9. Patzificos Elias 129 
10. Joseph Eliezer 104 
11. Speridon Kremedes 88 
12. Joseph Coraggios 86 
13. Mordachai Beso 73 
14. Perlina Benadi 47 
15. Rafael Beso 46 
16. Jacob Beso 46 
17. Jacob Nachamuli 31 
18. Rizos Beso 29 
Total 3,282 

Source: Case of Jacob Naxon, Emporodikeio, 347, IAK. 

Several Jewish traders were peddlers.43 Abraham Ferro traded in Corfu, 
‘maintaining an open trade’, as the court record stated. As a peddler, he re-
ceived credit from wholesale merchants, one of which, Fels & Co, declared 
him insolvent when he failed to pay his debt of 211 dollars, the amount 
agreed by the settlement of December 30, 1851. After a failed attempt to 
reach a second settlement, Ferro was declared insolvent on January 11, 1853 
and Fels and Patzifico Olivetti were appointed assignees. The Court resolu-
tion states that all creditors were ‘domestic’, highlighting the fact that Ferro 
traded locally and thus the procedure should have been brief given that there 
were no creditors abroad, even in other islands, nor did Ferro have any credit 
to international markets. Nevertheless, it took another 1.5 years for Fels and 
Olivetti to present their report to the Court and to other creditors. By then, 
Ferro’s merchandise was auctioned for 432 Maria Theresa dollars. Almost 2 
                                                 
42 I.A.K., Emporodikeo, 699.  
43 Nine percent of the Jews were recorded in the 1864 Electoral list. Peddlers were classified 
in ‘Retail’. See Appendix for details. 
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years later, Olivetti reported that Ferro owed to the following creditors (Ta-
ble 4). 

Table 4. Name of Ferro’s creditors and amount credited 
No Name of creditor Debt ($) 
1. Samuel Brandenburg 63 
2. Samuel Roita Levi 81 
3. Jacob Politi 286 
4. Fels & Co 211 
5. Levi brothers 315 
6. Gabriel Leontzinis 86 
7. Panayiotis Kremedes 35 
8. Mandolin Romano 36 
9. Abraham Ferro p  Rafael 37 
10. Jona Kandoni 240 
11. Yerak & Olivetti 210 
12. [illegible name] 128 
13. Moses Levi and David Olivetti 68 
14. Rafael Beso 20 
Total 1,816 

Source: Case of Abraham Fero, Emporodikeio 348, IAK. 

The amount is no small sum for a peddler. The assignees only managed to 
collect about a quarter of Ferro’s overall debt, and the settlement obliged 
Ferro to pay the remaining sum in installments of $150. Most of Ferro’s 
creditors were Jewish, but it was Fels once again who filed a request for in-
solvency. It seems from the above cases that religion was not important in 
granting credit, although the amount credited could vary depending on kin-
ship and religion. Religious affiliation mattered most, though, for the initial 
declaration of insolvency by a creditor and for the process of bailing debtors 
out of jail and negotiating the settlement between debtor and creditors.  

Debt in the country and the constitution of power by the 
peasants/debtors 
The complicated, Venetian era-inherited land tenure system, which divided 
ownership between proprietors and cultivators, did not promote investment, 
was not profitable and became a constant source of discontent between the 
two parties (Hannell 1988, p 111). Money lending aggravated the finances of 
cultivators who, if they did not pay a year’s obligations, found themselves, 
according to Ionian law, further in debt in that the unpaid portion was con-
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sidered a loan and interest was charged. These characteristics, as well as the 
patronage relations between landowners and tenants, gave rise to some sort 
of a ‘moral economy’ in the country and, as far as credit relations were con-
cerned, a different credit culture.  

In 1849, Parliament passed a law particularly disadvantageous to debtors 
(extending for 8 years the date when property would be freed from ‘old 
debts’) contracted under Venetian laws and, therefore, no longer valid. As 
the preamble to the law stated, it was “absolutely necessary to provide some 
remedy in order to reconcile on principles of injustice the interests of credi-
tors who have lent their money” (Art. 3). Creditors would present their de-
mands to a judge or a notary, register these demands and require from debt-
ors a note of their property. The law gave debtors 40 days to reply to those 
demands or lose their property. Evaluations of properties would be done ac-
cording to their produce (different for each island because of the different 
crops produced and because of the different customary laws). These evalua-
tions were made by valuators whose qualifications would be determined by 
the Municipal Council of each island.44  

According to the 647 Art of the Civil Code, the system of auctioning the 
property of debtors as a whole, regardless of the amount owed, led to a com-
plex and extreme situation of endless legal procedures, warrants of arrest for 
insolvent debtors and incarceration on many occasions. It has been argued 
that the ‘democratization’ of the criminal justice system under British rule 
resulted in the increased use of the courts as an alternative and non-violent 
means of resolving cases of slander among women and knife fighting among 
men in the Ionian islands. However, once the islands became part of Greece 
and a different judicial system was introduced, the situation reverted to al-
most pre-British conditions, where cases of slander were resolved again in 
the streets and homes (Gallant 2002, ch 6). This argument is examined here 
in the context of credit relations. 

Before the advent of British rule and the introduction of a number of insti-
tutional changes in the legal system, we saw that the articulation of power by 
peasants/debtors was primarily expressed through rebellion and violence. In 
the nineteenth century, the threat of violence maintained its own force and 
was realized in more than one occasion in uprisings in Sta Maura (Lefkada) 
in 1819 and in Kefalonia in 1848-9. The rural debtors should not be seen as 
passively accepting the harsher conditions imposed by the international 
economy, the failed harvests from the 1850s onwards or the aggressiveness 
of creditors aiming to acquire rights to the land of sharecroppers and to 
maximize profits. Instead, the strategy of petitioning provides us with a rare 
opportunity to address the issue of articulation of the debtors’ interests in a 
language mediated by but clearly aiming to represent the interests of peasant 
debtors.  
                                                 
44 IIGG, No 26, 1849.  
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Less than a year after the law that enforced the sale of the whole property 
by auction for any amount of debt, a petition was submitted to the Commis-
sioner from the inhabitants of four villages in Corfu. In a long document of 
more than 3,500 words, they stated their grievances against not only the par-
ticular law but also against the practices of creditors and their law-enforcing 
agents. One gets a very clear picture of indebted sharecroppers’ articulation 
of interests. Essentially, it is an alternate form of constituting power rela-
tions, addressing the High Commissioner to mediate between them and the 
creditors. The memorial in a language ranging from emotive to expressions 
of indignation outlines the worsening economic conditions of several years 
of bad olive crop harvests – on which they were entirely dependent. As a 
result, they were forced to borrow 4, 5 and sometimes 6 dollars on every bar-
rel of oil, which if they failed to repay in oil within 6 months was charged to 
them at 10 or 12 dollars per barrel. Similarly, with Indian corn, the real value 
of which was, according to growers, 80 oboli or ¾ of a pence per bushel: if 
they failed to repay, they were sentenced by the courts to pay three or four 
folds the original amount or were obliged to make another contract. The ap-
praisals of their crops were annual instead of biennial, although their con-
tracts stated that it they should be biennial. Above all, it was the measure of 
sale of property by public auction that proved fatal, as it should always be 
sold at an equitable valuation, which was not the case. The hated law on the 
sale of property stated that the whole of the property was subject to sale by 
auction. The villagers complained of cases in which bailiffs would not in-
form them of the exact days of the appraisal. This resulted in the growers 
neglecting their work while waiting for the bailiffs to arrive, only to over-
value their crops. The petitioners did not fail to mention the confiscation of 
capital (animals and agricultural equipment) that was undertaken for debts 
incurred. Finally, yet importantly, the petition complained about the bias of 
the courts in which the country debtors stood no chance. The landowners 
would bring as witnesses their bravi or retainers to confirm the debts. Even if 
the debtors managed to avoid imprisonment by getting further indebted, they 
had lost valuable working days by going to the towns or the countryside 
courts and had spent large sums of money to pay the lawyer fees.45 Similar 
cases of peasant discontent were not rare in the currant producing islands, 
which is evidence that the landlords sought to maximize the profits from the 
greater commercialization of the Ionian economy and the currant trade by 
increasing rents, decreasing the amount of land left to peasants for their own 
cultivation and consolidating exports in a few hands and even fewer ports.  

The 1850s, especially its early years, was a period of particular crisis for 
the economies of all of the islands. The document above reveals the villag-
ers’ feelings at the beginning of the period: mounting pressures, though, 
forced the government to cancel all debts in 1852 in order to avoid social 
                                                 
45 Petition No 1092 ‘From the Inhabitants of Several Villages’, CO 136/801 NA, PRO. 
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unrest, especially following the uprisings of 1848 and 1849 in Kefalonia. 
The traditional threat of violence and the form of power mediation worked, 
though only temporarily, in favor of the rural debtors and thus debts were 
cancelled in 1852. The document is a rare manifestation of the articulation of 
interests by utilizing the means available to the tenants, such as petitioning. 
It is important to note that the villagers did not fail to state that imprisonment 
- a direct manifestation of exercise of authority on a human - as a punish-
ment was especially harmful to the economy. As Gallant noted, it was 
equally harmful to the Mediterranean men’s honor, and when the British 
were gone after union with Greece, hopes were raised that the practice would 
be abolished. Further, the growers expressed their resistance in culturally 
symbolic ways by giving horns instead of rent to bailiffs and thus ‘cuckold-
ing’ their masters (Gallant 2002, pp 110-112). 

The initial, still timid but successful response of rural debtors in canceling 
all debts gained momentum during the election campaign in 1862 after the 
rejection of the proposed reforms made by the reformist political party fol-
lowing Gladstone’s recommendations in his short 6-month term as Commis-
sioner in Corfu. In an unusually radical language rejecting even the call for 
union (“what are we going to eat? Union?”), a pamphlet circulated in Corfu 
calling for election only of peasants by the electorate. Given the limited 
franchise at the time, only one was elected (Progoulakis 2003, p 410). The 
move was repeated though in the first elections after union in 1864. Al-
though union took place amid high political tension - both the last Commis-
sioner Storks and the manager of the National Bank of Greece feared that the 
departure of the British garrison would be followed by an uprising in the 
country – tension was diffused thanks to the elections. The main issue re-
mained, however, namely the cancellation of all debts and the end of impris-
onment for those incurring the debts. 

It was at this moment after unification with Greece that the same issue of 
the vicious circle of indebtedness was expressed in political terms. After uni-
fication, any hopes that the land issue would be resolved by the Greek par-
liament soon vanished. The struggle was transferred in the parliament in 
Athens where the interests of the countryside were pitted against those of the 
towns, whose elected representatives pledged to defend and “protect the sa-
cred rights of property against the villains of the country” (Progoulakis 2003, 
p 415). After several decades of British rule and the placing of the islands 
and their social, economic and political problems under the Greek Kingdom, 
the struggle was still between countryside and town, and the issue of the in-
discriminate cancellation of all debts remained. Yet, political power could 
now be negotiated through elections and representatives.  
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Conclusions 
The economic and geo-political developments that brought the Ionian Is-
lands under British protection and integrated them further into the interna-
tional commodity markets led to trade growth and reshaped credit relations 
accordingly. These relations, indispensable to the operation of any economy, 
provided few opportunities for upward social mobility, except for merchants 
who were already in established commercial networks and had enough 
money to invest in moneylending before as well as after the advent of the 
organized credit mechanism, the Ionian Bank. The latter had little, if any, 
effect on credit relations, which were aggravated for the rural debtors after 
the law of 1849 on the sale of property by auction. The regulations of the 
Commercial Code and a close examination of cases of insolvency and bank-
ruptcy demonstrate that relations between commercial creditors and debtors 
resident on the Ionian Islands during the British period were essentially 
power relations, negotiated through visible procedures based on compromise 
and less visible ones resting on assessments of creditworthiness established 
by reputation. These procedures ultimately defined the fate of the insolvent 
merchant. The law aimed at safeguarding the interests of the creditors and 
protecting efficient economic exchange from failure and unsuccessful busi-
ness ventures while punishing inappropriate commercial behavior and estab-
lishing ‘proper’ commercial and social behavior for merchants. The criteria 
or principles were established by the Code and the merchants (assessors of 
the process), i.e. the creditors themselves. Therefore, it was primarily 
through legal institutions that the power of creditors over debtors was as-
serted. 

Among those facing the consequences of insolvency and bankruptcy were 
often the families of debtors after the debtors had been declared bankrupt. 
When declared insolvent, many debtors fled to avoid incarceration, usually 
leaving their families behind to face poverty. Most often, they were tried in 
absentio and, consequently, they were institutionally ostracized, barred from 
the market and legally excluded from the (merchant) community. This proc-
ess was not significantly influenced by religious affiliation. Religion was 
important, as the examples from cases of insolvent Jewish traders show, but 
it was inscribed in the existing framework of credit relations. Surely, it was 
easier and more common for Jews to acquire credit and, perhaps more im-
portantly, to receive extensions from other Jews when they were unable to 
meet their obligations. It is worthy of note that no case has been found in 
which a Jewish creditor filed a petition for declaring another Jewish trader 
insolvent. Ultimately, credit relations were influenced by kinship and relig-
ion, and bankruptcy as an outcome depended on the reputation of the debt-
ors. Creditors were influenced by the insolvent’s previous business and 
sometimes social conduct, which included maintaining books and accounts 
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properly and not embarking on exceptionally risky commercial operations or 
leading an extravagant lifestyle. 

The volatility of shopkeepers as intermediaries in the chain between mer-
chants and customers has long been acknowledged and noted for its precari-
ousness in the event of a crisis (Braudel 1982, pp 73-75). Being debtors and 
creditors (in relation to customers as well as other traders), shopkeepers 
could be easily brought to court for insolvency. Credit might have integrated 
societies in which people were both creditors and debtors. However, as 
Fontaine argues, it equally fractured social relations because of the severe 
penalties and the criminalization of what the creditors and the courts per-
ceived as improper commercial and social behavior. The identification of the 
organic elements of the ideology of creditors allows the classification of the 
creditors as a group with coherent interests pursued and enforced through the 
judicial apparatus of the Ionian State. The structural position of creditors in 
the Ionian economy as wholesale merchants and importers places them in the 
creditor end of the chain. The adoption of a coherent ideology that perme-
ated credit relations, praised virtues and condemned vices revealed the ele-
ments of a dominant ideology, as shown by both the propagation of creditors 
and the defense lines of insolvent and bankrupt debtors in the courts. This 
ideology was based largely on bourgeois principles aimed at advancing the 
emerging capitalist spirit of the merchants willing to take the necessary 
credit risks in a very competitive and fluctuating European economy. 

The merchants of nineteenth-century Corfu and of the other Islands tried 
to make sense of and deal with business failure according to the changes oc-
curring around them at the time, which brought as much security as insecu-
rity. In particular, these changes included the establishment of a concrete 
legal framework as part of institutional developments in the Islands in the 
form of the Commercial Code, as well as the fluctuations and crises of the 
European economy. To this extent, nineteenth-century society in the Ionian 
Islands did not differ significantly in its responses to credit failure from other 
societies at the threshold of modernity with regard to economic maturity in 
credit relations and the establishment of an institutional framework.  

It has been argued that credit can also create more complex networks of 
exchange between wholesalers and retailers, shopkeepers and their custom-
ers (Finn 1994). Greater instability and potential risk are bound to have af-
fected those who were more susceptible and vulnerable to international cri-
ses, or simply to bad weather and harvests that could ruin the entire year’s 
produce of currants or olive oil and, therefore, upset the whole economy. 
Reputation was an important element in maintaining one’s credit worthiness, 
as Corfu and other Ionian towns were still relatively small towns; face-to-
face contact was important and frequent, and the complexities of bureau-
cratic societies were still a few decades away. This means that power rela-
tions still operated at a personal level, although institutional factors became 
increasingly decisive for the way power relations between creditors and 
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debtors were manifested. The changes in the credit and power relations were 
ultimately filtered through institutional arrangements, which in turn followed 
a specific historical development determined by the successive rulers of the 
islands (Venetian, French and British) and the trade relations between the 
islands and Western European markets. This is most evident in the adoption 
of the Napoleonic Code. 

The issue of credit relations further marks the fact that creditors gradually 
acquired legal rights to exercise personal domination over debtors, with the 
active mediation of the state apparatus. At the same time, debtors, and in 
particular growers of the cash crops, were denied equal market opportunities 
even after the union of the islands with Greece and the promised changes in 
the land system. Effectively, the two should not be seen as separate because 
the issue was politically charged and was perceived so by growers as well as 
landowners. Concerning commercial credit, the issue was much more institu-
tional and market-determined, since the few wholesale merchants/creditors 
could exercise control over supplies of credit and, after the introduction of 
the Commercial Code, over the terms and the litigation process.  

Therefore, the changes in the credit and power relations were the result of 
more firm organization and regulation of commerce and had the following 
two-fold impact. First, stricter rules in the regulation of credit and debt and 
severe penalties in the event of bankruptcy and conviction for fraud were 
introduced. This had a deleterious effect on the islands’ commercial econ-
omy in the sense that fewer traders would be keen to borrow and undertake 
risk in case they were considered imprudent businessmen, especially in a 
competitive and unstable economy. Second, the frictions among the mer-
chants and shopkeepers meant that a polarization and re-structuring of urban 
hierarchies was underway, manifested in the election of representatives for 
the post of assessor to the Commercial Courts and the consolidation of mer-
chant capital. By not addressing the issue of chronic rural indebtedness and 
maintaining the feudal remnants in the land system, the Ionian Government 
allowed the aggravation of living conditions in the country. The strengthen-
ing of merchants and landowners was the single result of the policy that ul-
timately shaped credit and power relations during the British period: active 
intervention in the institutional environment of town and countryside in fa-
vor of merchant and land capital to ensure collaboration and the unchal-
lenged rule of the islands.
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Appendix 
Towards the end of British rule, the population figures for the Islands’ main 
port towns of Kerkyra (Corfu), Zakynthos (Zante) and Argostoli and Lixuri 
in Kefalonia were as follows: 

Table 1.  Population Census of the islands, 1857. 

Islands Males Females Foreigners Total 

Town 5,711 5,718 4,492 15,921 
Suburbs 3,567 3,211 881 7,659 
Country 22,376 19,434 766 42,576 

CORFU 

Islets 865 890 19 1,774 
Argostoli 4,388 3,657 1,226 9,271 
Lixuri 3,610 3,195 90 6,895 

CEPHALO-
NIA 

Country 30,662 24,414 694 55,770 
Town 7,098 6,656 272 14,026 ZANTE 
Country 12,690 10,361 76 23,127 

Source: Ionian Islands Government Gazette, No. 292, CO 136/286, 1857, NA, PRO. 

The suburbs (sobborghi) of Corfu were residential areas outside the town 
walls and served as providers of goods and labor to the town. Most of their 
residents were fishermen, sailors, gardeners, workers at the port and ped-
dlers. One of the suburbs housed nearly a thousand refugees from Parga in 
the opposite mainland and ex Venetian outpost after its sale to the Ottomans 
in 1816. There they lived in deep poverty, although this community did in-
clude the Vasilas family, who maintained commercial connections with Tri-
este and Venice and were involved in money lending and the tobacco trade. 
Konstantinos Vasilas left his sons a prosperous firm, and one son, Xenofon, 
became Director of one maritime insurance company and served as President 
of the Clamber of Commerce.46 

Corfu was the most cosmopolitan of Ionian towns. In Table 2, the signifi-
cant number of Jews can be noted. A majority of Jews that settled in the 
town of Corfu in the sixteenth century came from Apulia, but another 
smaller Jewish community, the Romaniotes, had predated the Corfu settle-
ment by centuries. Different Jewish communities resided in different parts of 
the town and attended one or another of its three synagogues. Table 2 depicts 
religious affiliation in contemporary terms.

                                                 
46 Tina Vasila archive, B, file 4, IAK. 
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Table 2. Population census, Religious affiliation in Corfu, 1853. 
Locali della Citta Forestieri 
Greci 8,199 1,494 
Protestanti 13 151 
Latini 1,581 2,592 
Israelites 2,160 224 
Totale 11,953 4,461 

Source: Ektelestiki Astynomia [Executive Police], 1719, 1 /91, IAK. 

Table 3 provides estimates of the occupational groups during the latter pe-
riod of British rule (1840s-1864), and Table 4 shows the occupational classi-
fication of the Jewish population. The majority of the Jewish population re-
sided in the second district of the town, and this is why only occupations in 
this district have been classified. It should be noted that the total number of 
those registered on the Electoral List and the number of Jews in particular, 
do not include Jews who chose not to become Greek citizens (which means 
these individuals did not have the right to vote nor register on the Electoral 
List) after unification in 1864. The exercise yields a picture of the town’s 
occupational map according to the 1864 Electoral List. When it comes spe-
cifically to the groups that are of interest for this chapter (i.e. merchants and 
shopkeepers), it is clear that they comprised a considerable proportion of the 
urban population (i.e. 31%). This percentage is probably higher because 
credit relations existed among wholesale merchants and craftsmen who also 
sold the product of the labor, such as shoemakers and tailors, and for whom 
credit was indispensable.  

Table 3. Occupational Structure of Corfu in 1865 
Occupational group District 1 District 2 District 3 Total % 
Craftsmen 142 392 337 871 24 
Merchants 87 432 148 667 19 
Servants, employed 120 145 245 510 15 
Proprietors 114 195 180 489 14 
Retail 51 209 150 410 12 
Professions 81 106 108 295 9 
Labourers 6 110 79 195 6 
Other 2 11 15 28 1 
Total 603 1,600 1,262 3,465 100 

Source: 1864 Electoral List, Eghoria Diaherese [Domestic Administration] 1544, IAK.
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Table 4. Occupational Classification of the Population, 2nd district 
Occupational group Total Jews 2nd district % 
Craftsmen 871 194 22 
Merchants 667 268 40 
Servants, employed 510 13 2.5 
Proprietors 489 7 1.5 
Retail 410 113 27.5 
Professions 295 21 7 
Labourers 195 92 47 
Other 28 1 3.5 
Total 3,465 709 20.5 

Source: Electoral List 1864, Eghoria Diaherese 1544, IAK. 
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